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My name is Jeffrey Augustine. Some of my readers will know me from my work as J. Swift here at the famous

Operation Clambake Message Board
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xenu.net. 

The Origin of the Universe and the Masonic Pyramid: The Queen of Heaven presents my
cosmological alternative to Divine Creation and the Big Bang.

While I am a Master Mason and a Knight Templar, my work offers secrets that these societies do not possess.
Yet, had I not worked and traveled in Masonic lands, I would not have seen the larger patterns and secrets
unfold. After working in Masonry and in my own work -- which spans a range from rockets to mysticism to
lasers -- I was able to morph the mysterious symbol of the Masonic Pyramid into the Day Dream Pyramid
shown on the cover of the book. 

This pyramid is the Pandora’s Box I open.

From out of this box flies secrets about the origins of the Universe, the Divinities, and why religions contain
only fragmentary information about Infinity.

The Queen of Heaven is written in the literary style of a mystical treatise. I use storytelling, very potent
symbology, and Zen in order to create a stunning experience for my reader. I want this book to be like a big
big box of fireworks going off in your head. Once you understand the logic of my argument, you may be
extremely surprised at how easy it is to reconceptualize Divine Creation and the Big Bang. Paradoxically, you
will see why Divine Creation and the Big Bang are correct as points of view. If you were in this Universe when
the event I describe happened, you might see it as either Divine Creation or the Big Bang. Science can
measure the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) energy remnant from what it calls the Big Bang. The five
billion religious people on Earth feel the energies of the various Divinities. What we can be sure of this:
Something happened. This book traces it back to Infinity.

What I show you is the primal event from both sides, from Infinity and from our Universe. How can I possibly
do such a thing you may ask? Well, you will have to read the book to find out!

*****
I am self-publishing at lulu.com while I am shopping the book. I have two more books lined up behind this
one. The three books will form a trilogy. 

Lulu is a great way for anyone to self-publish at no cost. Anyone who wants to write a book on their life in
Scientology, or any other topic, does not have to wait to find a publisher. They can self-publish and then look
for an agent and a publisher as they build an audience online. I am always glad to help aspiring authors:
scienowriter@gmail.com

*****
I recommend purchasing the PDF download in order to see the book in full color. As with my work here at
OCMB, I lavishly illustrated my book. I created about fifty unique symbols and drawings for my book. I further
added many color photos of beautiful places such as the Paris Opera House and Machu Picchu. The book is
329 pages and about 125,000 words. 

Preview Chapter One

The book can be purchased at the links below: 

PDF download

Black and White Paperback

/////
Last edited by J. Swift on Sun Jun 27, 2010 10:49 pm, edited 5 times in total.
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Q: Is your book about the Church of Scientology? 

A: No. My book is a cosmology. It is not about Scientology or my work as a Scientology critic. CoS and other
cults will be covered in my next book. Entitled, Psychic Architecture, my next book will cover, among other
topics, the subject of coercive psycho-mechanics as used in CoS and other cults. In order to talk about CoS
and Consciousness in general, however, I had to write this first book in order to establish my Cosmology and
model of Consciousness. 

The Liberation of Human Consciousness is a central theme in my work. I mention CoS in chapter five of my
new book. Entitled, Unaccountable Phenomena, the chapter discusses the hyper-expansion of Human
Consciousness. In this section, the Church of Scientology receives only a scant mention. I favorably mention
Marty's blog along with WWP and xenu.net in this section of my book. Here is an excerpt to show the context
in which these mentions occur: 

"The skilled, artful emergence of new Mysticism and Myth is always happening and is
always expanding Human Consciousness while eroding the Old Religions. The internet
is illustrative of New Technology opening the doors for new forms of Mysticism and
Myth to emerge. The search engine Google is one of the major Flood Gates through
which a massive volume and diversity of information on everything can flow. One can
Google anything and get search results. Google is tremendously successful because it
provides links to oceans of information and places no moral judgments upon what a
person is looking for... 

"The New Reality for the New World is Unlimited Information and all of the
Implications that go with Unlimited Information. The implications of Unlimited
Information for SpiritMatter Religion are staggering... 

"At present, these Spiritual-Mystical events are accelerating in the World as a function
of Unlimited Information and the stresses of financial collapse. The internet has opened
the Flood Gates to websites that discuss conspiracy theories, extraterrestrials, weather
wars, and of course one of my favorites Coast to Coast AM with George Noory. There
has been an Onslaught of Unaccountable Phenomena going on in the World since the
end of WWII. The internet has accelerated the Onslaught. Wikileaks has powered in
with incredible leaks from sources inside of governments and corporations. This is the
internet unweaving and exposing fraud at all levels. Scientology has felt the whip of
the internet at sites such as xenu.net, Anonymous’ website whyweprotest.org, and the
blog Moving On Up a Little Higher. Scientology may well become the first religion to be
destroyed by the internet. More people than ever before are walking away from
Scientology as a result of the internet.

J. Swift
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I obviously could not mention all of the websites and the blogs in one paragraph. I am working on a blog for
my new book where I will link ESMB, ARS, Lermanet.com, gerryarmstrong.org and the other key websites and
blogs. 

Q: Does your book discuss the Mayan Prophecy concerning 2012?

A: No. 

Q: Are you sure you only mention CoS only once in your book?

A: Come to think of it, I mention Scientology one other time in passing. 

/////
Last edited by J. Swift on Wed Jun 30, 2010 7:46 am, edited 2 times in total.
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Clearly this is the work of the worst sort of espee, a complete and total psych case squirrel. Reading this book
is likely to derail you from your progress up the bridge to total freedom. At best, it is likely to cost you, AFTER
a lengthy detour thru Ethics, a few dozen expensives worth of repair auditing. Anyone who would like to avoid
spending their next hundred thousand years or so picking up the bodies of slugs and earthworms would be
well advised to steer clear of it alltogether. Furthermore, you are required to write a KR on anyone you know
who DOES read this entheta work. 

Instead of spending money on this book, do the right thing ... tack three zero's onto the price of the book and
donate that amount to your local ideal org. That is how we fight entheta and move towards a cleared planet.
This is our one shot to get out of the trap, your next countless eons depend upon what you do today here in
Scientology. It is that important. 

Pete
Top
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Kudos to you for releasing your work, J. Swift! 

Indeed closer to the first order than the last - 

Order Number: 4342123
Order Date: 2010-06-27 18:55:00
Order Status: PAID 

Joseph Cardinal Bernardin wrote:One of the hallmarks of our democratic system of government
and our social environment here in the United States is the fact that a plurality of views informs our
public discourse regarding fundamental human questions. At times, these views flow from religious
beliefs. At other times, they derive from philosophical or pragmatic judgments about the meaning
and purpose of life. 

This pluralism is the result of the free speech accorded by the Constitution to each citizen as well as
the right both to freely exercise one's religion and to practice no religion. But this constitutionally
protected pluralism has not been bought at the price of excluding religious or moral values from the
public life of the nation. On the contrary, the goal of the American system has been to provide
space for moral or religious substance in our society.

Indeed, in our pluralistic society we must decide how those who have such beliefs or ethical
principles may appropriately participate in the development of public policy. In my view, positions
that are informed by particular religious beliefs or philosophical assumptions need to be translated
into commonly agreed upon language, arguments, and categories before they can become the
moral or ethical foundations for key public policy choices.

Here's to the free exercise of religion by free men and women in a free society.
Top
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Pete, that was spoken like a true Ethics Officer. One reason that CoS members should definitely never read my
book is that they might discover ideas not approved by RTC. I would not want CoS members to discover a

probity

PostMon Jun 28, 2010 12:18 am
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radically different spiritual perspective. Members of the Church of Scientology should never dare to read any
book not written by L. Ron Hubbard. They should also never read the internet. That is the CoS party line,
correct? 

In my book, I show how Zen and other approaches can be used to liberate Consciousness from fixed identities.
I know that CoS claims to be in the business of liberating people, but the Independents and Freezoners argue
otherwise. Many CoS members seem to have hard, fixed identities. Where is their freedom? 

***** 
One of the things that has always interested me about Scientology is the cosmology L. Ron Hubbard created
during his lifetime through his many books and lectures. Scientology contains a definite cosmology, the key
sections of which are contained in its upper levels. The word, cosmology is defined as follows at Wikipedia: 

Cosmology (from Greek κοσμολογία - κόσμος, kosmos, "universe"; and -λογία, -logia,
"study"), in strict usage, refers to the study of the Universe in its totality as it now is
(or at least as it can be observed now), and by extension, humanity's place in it.
Though the word cosmology is recent (first used in 1730 in Christian Wolff's
Cosmologia Generalis), study of the universe has a long history involving science,
philosophy, esotericism, and religion. (See Cosmogony for the study of origins of the
Universe.)

ref: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmology 

What I have done in my new book is to create a new cosmology that results in an "open architecture"
approach to Spirituality and Identity. 

Hubbard created a "closed architecture" system in Scientology that is not open to anything that is not
Scientology. 

How can a person learn new ideas in a closed system? 

What happens when Scientology ends as it does at New OT VIII? 

Then what? 

Well, reading all kinds of different books is one place to begin. Reading about different cultures and forms of
spirituality has helped Independent Scientologists broaden their perspectives. The holy books of ancient
cultures contain a wealth of surprising information about astronomy and the mythical depths of the human
soul. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmology
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J. Swift wrote: 

/////

Nice picture, Swifty. Apparently, you ripped that one off from the offices of our builders, and it is copyrighted.
You will be hearing from Ricky Toxin on that one. But since you posted it, the cat is out of the bag. That is the
site of our new, ideal, super advanced org in LATAM. As you can see, it is centrally located and completely
convenient to get to for just about everybody. 

Of course, our first priority, after purchasing the site, will be to bulldoze all the ruins, and that may require
some permits, but that is OK, that is why we have a legal staff. The special LATAM team is targeting the
donation amounts even as I write this. We may need help from OSA to get the permits, but that is a story for
another day to be told by the redges. It is, after all, the greatest good for the greatest number of dynamics. 

Pete
Top

Don Carlo
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In The Magic Flute, I always liked the Queen of the Night better than her boring enemies, the Masonic-male-
we've-got-the-Sun-and-all-the-answers-let's-ditch-the-Queen-of-the-Night. I present the transcendantly spooky
and powerful Diana Damrau. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2ODfuMMyss. 

Good luck with your book!
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Don Carlo wrote:In The Magic Flute, I always liked the Queen of the Night better than her boring
enemies, the Masonic-male-we've-got-the-Sun-and-all-the-answers-let's-ditch-the-Queen-of-the-
Night. I present the transcendantly spooky and powerful Diana Damrau.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2ODfuMMyss.

Good luck with your book!

Don Carlo, my book is subtitled The Queen of Heaven. I think that is a definite hint that mine is probably a
"Goddess" book. I did some of the research for the Goddess theme at the Masonic Library in San Francisco. I
can assure you that the Queen of the Night is not ditched in Masonry. 

BTW, this library is open to the public. People who live in the SF area and have an interest in esoteric works
can drop by and check out its impressive collection of over 10,000 books: 

1111 California St. 
San Francisco, CA 94108-2284 
USA 

tel: 415-776 7000 

e-mail: IMS@freemason.org 

open 10:00 am - 3:00 pm. 

***** 
Don Carlo, a great essay on the Masonic influences in Mozart's The Magic Flute is here:

PostMon Jun 28, 2010 2:32 am

J. Swift
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http://www.freemasonry.bcy.ca/biography ... flute.html 
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Congratulations on your new book. I like ordering from Amazon. I did not see it available there. Does Lulu link
to Amazon for print-on-demand? 

It was great fun to read about your work at IOS. I see that IOS is planning to offer a little space tourism in
2012 for the low, low price of only $800,000! And it all launches from an island in Tonga. How fun! I've always
been fascinated by Tonga. It went from earning money by printing strange postage stamps to offshore banking
and launching satellites. I'd love to visit there sometime. 

It was also fun getting to know this side of you. It looks like you've explored many paths in your spiritual
search: Scientology, EST, the Masons. It will be interesting to read your book to see how all this comes
together in your thinking.
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Curiosity, my book will migrate onto Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and other outlets in the next few weeks. As far
as Interorbital Systems goes, anyone who is interested in a day trip out to Mojave Airport to see the factory
please contact me. There are some details, etc. I was thinking of getting some LA area people for a day trip
out there on a Saturday or Sunday. Many of the US private space ventures are located at Mojave Airport,
including the famous Scaled Composites. Scaled is in a partnership with Virgin Galactic to build sub-orbital
gliders. That would be a hoot to ride a rocket up to 100,000+ feet, feel some zero-g while looking at the
curvature of the Earth, and then nose over and glide unpowered back to Mojave. If you look at Mojave Airport

curiosity
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from Google Satellite view, you can see the long runway there. You can also scroll over and see the nearby dry
lake beds at Edwards AFB where the Shuttles sometimes lands. 

Probity, thank you for purchasing my book. Your vote of confidence means a great deal as I know you are a
person of very refined tastes, so much so that the White House calls you to ask for advice on wines, aperitifs,
and canapes for State dinners. 

***** 
I have been working on this book for a long time. My friends know it as the "Taking Forever Book" and
kindly indulged me for years in this grand obsession of mine to create a unique spiritual work. I have always
tried to deliver quality work here OCMB and my book delivers my best as well. My book is full of surprises and
none of them have to do with Scientology. 

Writing at OCMB has been a tremendous experience, particularly because of the friends I have made. There
are so many great people in the former CoS scene. This scene is more alive and vibrant than ever. 

***** 
I have always wanted to formalize the Spiritual Teaching that is in my book. Now that it is formalized, I will
begin spiritual teaching and create a spiritual community of people who are attracted to the teaching. In
shortand terms, I have fused my own unique teaching with elements of Zen and elements of Jungian
archetypal psychology to create a fusion I call DX Zen. My teaching is a resolution of Self versus Non-Self, a
central dilemma in spirituality and even neurobiological descriptions of what it is to be human. 

This is another one of my images I created for this work. The book is very atmospheric, visual, and seductive: 

 

/////
Last edited by J. Swift on Mon Aug 16, 2010 9:02 pm, edited 1 time in total.
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J. Swift wrote:...I will begin spiritual teaching and create a spiritual community of people who are
attracted to the teaching.

Ah, sounds positively frightening! 

Come_to_the_Event
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Indulge me for a moment, J Swift! What will be the fee for helping people to access their "Daydream Pyramid?
" 
What the eyes see and the ears hear, the mind believes. 
-Harry Houdini
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CTTE, my book costs $34.95. The full color PDF download is $24.95. That is what it costs to find out what the
Day Dream Pyramid is all about. 

Your question brings up a need for me to answer some questions I have been asked. First, I asked Roan for
permission before I announced my book here. After five years of doing free work at OCMB, I consider that I
am in exchange on an announcement. My announcement is in no way an endorsement from OCMB, Andreas,
or anyone who posts here. My announcement is simply a, "Look at what one of our members has written." 

But more importantly, I wanted to announce my book on OCMB because this is where I have worked as a
writer and critic. L. Ron Hubbard announced Dianetics in the pages of Astounding Science Fiction because
he had written for the magazine. His readers would want to know what his new method was all about. In that
vein, I wanted to announce my book on OCMB. My roots are here. I reasoned that some people who have
read my work might want to know what kind of Spiritual book I would write and illustrate. 

There are now many books coming out of this community of Scientology critics and former Scientologists. My
book is part of that larger torrent. As such, I oppose Cultism and my book reflects it. My book is critical of
Religion in many places and yet it affirms open and free Spirituality. I do not have a meter, a technique, or a
bridge to sell. What I have is a unique perspective on the origin of the universe that results in a liberating view
of human Consciousness. 

***** 
I have no plans to operate a Cult, nor could I ever be L. Ron Hubbard. 

Having been J. Swift, having been a Scientology critic, I would be crucified if I ever displayed Hubbard or
Miscavige-like tendencies. 

I do want to start a spiritual fellowship because I like groups and doing spiritual work with like-minded people
in a voluntary setting. In terms of legal structure, I would follow the precedent established by one of the finest

J. Swift
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and most honest nonprofit religious groups in the US. That would be the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
(BGEA). Billy Graham has always inspired me because he was never in it for the money. Reverend Graham is
the real thing. His lifetime shows that he walked his talk. While I do not agree with BGEA on many spiritual
and social issues, I like the way in which it has always been financially transparent. BGEA provides financial
data to groups such as Charity Navigator: http://www.charitynavigator.org/index.c ... orgid=3367 

Billy Graham's Board has always consisted of successful Christian businesspeople who know how to read a P&L
and manage the Association in a way that they feel honors Jesus Christ. Of course, Franklin Graham can go off
the deep end at times, but he is accountable to a real and actual Board of Directors. BGEA produces an annual
report. Here is the 2006 report -- go to page 18 to see the Board members:
http://www.billygraham.org/assets/media ... Report.pdf 

The long term religious groups that survive best in America have elected Boards, disclose financial data, and
are accountable to their members. For example, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints has monthly
statements for its members: https://tech.lds.org/wiki/index.php/Chu ... _Statement 

Accountability and transparency are vital to any religious group. 

/////
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J. Swift wrote:http://www.jeffreyaugustine.com/default.htm

My name is Jeffrey Augustine. Some of my readers will know me from my work as J. Swift here at
the famous xenu.net. 

What a shame -- SuzanneMarie, it's your big chance to find out who Swift is, and you're not even here! You're
probably off putting ("she's" definitely off-putting, LOL) out some big figurative fire for Miscavige, too bad. 

 

LOL, I'm just being a jerk... the real reason for my reply is to CONGRATULATE YOU! CONGRATULATIONS!  

Simonymous
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That's pretty awesome that you have written this book! I wish you great success. Just don't turn this into a
cult of your own; or you'll have my annoying scrawl aimed at you! Hahaha, just kidding, I know you're a good
egg. Good luck with your book!
“...the injuries that {Hubbard} handled by the use of Dianetics procedures were never handled, because they
were injuries that never existed; therefore, Dianetics is based on a lie; therefore, Scientology is based on a lie.”
--Tommy Davis
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Fair play J. Swift. I've no doubt your purposes are genuine (and hopefully you took my post somewhat tongue-
in-cheek). 

However, you must admit certain ironic first glance parallels between your work and that which you
deconstruct routinely on this board, e.g.: 

Scientology-- name invokes fusion between science and spirituality 
TechnoMysticism-- name invokes fusion between science and spirituality 

Scientology-- solicits donations for the IAS 
TechnoMysticism-- has a page on Website promoting IOS 

Scientology-- reactive bank which is mocked (dreamed) up 
TechnoMysticism-- day dream pyramid 

Scientology-- lots of pretty graphics 
TechnoMysticism-- lots of pretty graphics I presume 

Scientology-- infinity symbols, 8th dynamic, etc. 
TechnoMysticism-- discusses infinity on the first page 

LRH-- writer who chilled with rocket engineer Jack Parsons 
J Swift-- writer who chills with rocket builders in the Mojave 

LRH-- pure evil 
J Swift-- "I open Pandora's Box" 

What the eyes see and the ears hear, the mind believes.

-Harry Houdini
Top
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Congratulations J. Swift! I'm sure it will do well!! 

.
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